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Abstract
Resilience is an individual's ability to positively adapt when challenging, adverse or
stressful circumstances arise. Transitions are a change from what is familiar to what
is unfamiliar and undergoing transitions may provide challenges that may cause
anxiety and stress. Three mechanisms suggested to be beneficial in coping with
transitions as well as developing and maintaining and potentially predicting resilience
are optimism, perceived parental autonomy support (PAS) and perceived social
support (PSS). This review will begin by providing definitions of resilience, risk and
protective factors, buffering effects, a brief historical overview of the development of
resilience research with mention of the ambiguity in definitions and terminology.
Critical evaluation of the literature relating to optimism, PAS & PSS and the role of
each mechanism in promoting positive adaptive outcomes for individuals facing
adverse and stressful circumstances will be conducted. Finally mention will be made
of areas that may benefit from further research.

Author: Michelle Dawson
Supervisor: Dr Julie Ann Pooley
Submitted: October 2011
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Resilience: TheRole of Optimism, Perceived ParentalAutonomySupport and
Perceived Social Support.

Life is characterised by change and many of the changes we face as
individuals are defined as transitions (Latham & Green, I 997). Consistently, the
literature indicates that transitions are a major cause of stress, as individuals are going
through a process of leaving the familiar behind and entering unfamiliar territory
(Latham & Green, 1997). It is however, impo1iant to realise that while transitions as a
source of stress may be perceived as a minor disruption by some individuals, for
others the transition may be perceived as a major upheaval. Despite the fact that
transitions may be a source of stress, anxiety and unce1iainty, Latham and Green
(1997) argue that they are central to our lives as they may be synonymous with
pube1iy, relocation, family breakdowns, or aspects of primary, secondary or tertiary
education. How an individual copes with a transition may depend on an individual's
resilience (Tusaie & Dyer, 2004).
This paper will begin by providing definitions of resilience, risk and protective
factors, buffering effects, a brief historical overview of the development of resilience
research, highlighting the ambiguity in definitions and terminology currently used. In
addition three mechanisms that promote positive outcomes will be identified and
critical evalu�tion of the literature in relation to optimism, perceived parental
autonomy supp01i (PAS) and perceived social supp01i (PSS) will be conducted.
Finally, mention will be made of areas that may benefit from further research.
Resilience

Even though resilience is seen as beneficial for individuals facing transitions
in their lives and has given rise to numerous studies there is still a lack of consensus
on a single definition. For example, Luther, Cicchetti, and Becker (2000, p, 543)
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sug g est that resilience refers to "a dy namic process encompassing positive adaptation
within the context of sig nificant adversity " whereas Masten and Coatsworth (19 9 8, p
206) refer to resilience as the"manifested competence in the context of sig nificant
challeng es to adaptation or development". More simply , Newman (20 0 5, p, 227 )
describes resilience as "the human ability to adapt in the face of trag edy , trauma,
adversity , hardship and ong oing sig nificant life stressors".
Resilience researchfocused primarily on maladaptive outcomes suffered by
individuals in the face of adversity (Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 20 0 0 ). These studies
have identified a number of factors that may relate to an individuals' vulnerability or
risk of suffering from maladaptive outcomes such as mental health disorders and drug
abuse (Rutter, 19 85). Recog nition that some individuals, reg ardless of vulnerability
or presence of risk factors positively adapted to adversity lead to a move aw&y from a
deficit-based model to a streng th-based model of investig ation which focused on the
interaction of personal and environmental factors and internal and external resources
that potentially protected individuals from neg ative outcomes (Liebenberg & Ung ar,
20 0 9 ; Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 20 0 0 ; Rutter, 19 85). I n addition, the resulting
outcome of an individual's interaction with stressful or adverse situations has been
sug g ested to be related not only to the presence of risk factors and protective factors
but also to buffering effects (Masten & Reed, 20 0 2). Risk factors may leave an
individual vulnerable to neg ative outcomes while protective factors help to g uard
ag ainst neg ative outcomes(Masten& Reed, 20 0 2). Buffering or mediating effects
involve interaction between neg ative affects of riskfactors and the positive influence
of protective factors (Masten & Reed, 20 0 2).
Three mechanisms that potentially protect or mediate ag ainst adverse or
stressful circumstances have been identified from a streng th-basedmodel of
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investig ation and appear to be beneficial to individuals coping with transition as well
as being associated both directly and indirectly with the notion of resilience:
Optimism, parental autonomy support (PAS) and perceived social support(PSS)
(Tusaie, Puskar, & Sereika, 20 0 7 ). Research into the mechanisms of optimism, PAS
andPSS sug g ests that individual� who are highly resilient will most likely rate hig hly
on one or more of the mechanisms of optimism, PAS orPSS. With this is mind,
devising and implementing prog rams that help to increase an individual's optimistic
outlook, build on positive relationships with parents and friends or repair maladaptive
relationships may be valuable in helping less resilient individuals develop or extend
these mechanisms, and in turn assist in coping with adverse, traumatic and stressful
transitions and situations. Following is a discussion of each mechanism: Optimism,
PAS andPSS.

Optimism
Optimism has been described as a g eneral tendency to expect a positive
outcome even in theface of obstacles (Scheier & Carver, 19 85). Ongoing research
has revealed the importance of optimism as a mechanism for increasing the chance of
a positive outcome and helping to develop and maintain resilience(Aspinwall&
Tay lor, 19 9 2; Baldwin, Chabliss, & Towler, 20 0 3 ; Brissette, Scheier, & Carver, 20 0 2;
Chang , Rand, & Strunk, 20 0 0 ; Fass &Tubman, 20 0 2; Ferg uson & Goodwin, 20 10 ;
Hatchett & Park, 20 0 4 ; Kry pel & Henderson-King , 20 10 ; Mannix, ·Feldman, &
Moody , 20 0 9 ; Nes & Seg erstron, 20 0 6; Puskar et al. , 20 10 ; Shelby et al., 20 0 8;
Tusaie, Puskar, & Sereika, 20 0 7 ). The majority of the research has been conducted
within theUnited States of America(U.S. A. ), with adolescent or university
patiicipants. Notably many studies lacked g ender comparisons and ethnic diversity .
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Optimism maintains a positive affect on: Depressive sy mptomology , the
impact of stress, self esteem, forming and maintaining relationships, choice of coping
strategies, adjustment to university life, scholastic competence, perception of support,
job burnout, phy sical health, well-being and psy chosocial functioning ( Aspinwall &
Taylor, 1992; Baldwin, Chabliss, & Tower, 20 0 3 ; Brissette, Scheier, & Carver, 20 0 2;
Chang, Rand, & Strunk, 20 0 0 ; Fass & Tubman, 20 0 2; Ferguson & Goodwin, 20 1O;
Hatchett& Park, 20 0 4 ; Kry pel & Henderson-King, 20 10 ; Mannix, Feldman, &
Moody , 20 0 9; Nes & Segerstron, 20 0 6 ; Puskar et al. , 20 10 ; Shelby et at., 20 0 8;
Tusaie, Puskar, & Sereika, 20 0 7 ).
Tusaie and colleagues ( 20 0 7 ) used a cross-sectional design to examine the
predictive and moderating association between resilience and the mechanisms of
optimism, chronological age, gender, perceived family support, perceived friendship
support and the number of bad life events in 6 24 U. S.A. rural adolescents between 14
and 19 y ears of age. Using measures with moderate to high internal consistency and
validity , the results indicated a significant difference between males and females with
males more likely to rate higher on resilience than their female counterpatts. Although
it was noted that resilience was influenced by gender and an impo1tant area for future
research, expanding on this outcome in the discussion may have been beneficial.
Fmthermore, optimism was suggested to be valuable in lessening the consequences of
adverse life events for older rural adolescents and to be the "strongest direct positive
influence" on the development ?f resilience, demonstrating the importance of
cultivating optimism in teenagers. These results support those of Brisette and
colleagues (20 0 2), Baldwin and colleagues (20 0 3 ), Puskar and colleagues (20 10 ) as
well as Shelby and Colleagues (20 0 8) with additional findings that suggested higher
levels optimism resulted in lower levels of stress.
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I n their study, Brisette and Colleag ues (20 0 2) using a cross-sectional desig n,
examined the effect of optimism on social network development during the transition
to colleg e in 89 first semester colleg e students at aU.S. A. university. Optimism was
found to lower levels of stress and increase self-esteem as well as increase the use of
active coping strateg ies and planning . Optimism was also influential in helping
students to reinterpret events in a positive manner. Althoug h contrary to their
hypothesis, Brissette and colleag ues found that optimism is not influential in
predicting the size of a colleg e student's social network at the end of semester
however, they sug g est optimism may be beneficial in the initial development of a
student's social network. Althoug h analysis sug g ested no difference between
pmiicipants and non-patiicipants, it is possible that the small number of participants in
the study were not representative of the student population. The small number of
participants also prevented the researchers obtaining sufficient data allowing for
analysis of ethnic diversity and g ender comparisons which would have been
beneficial in addressing a g ap within optimism research.
Helping to address the lack of ethnic diversity in optimism research; Baldwin
and colleag ues ( 20 0 3) in a cross sectional desig n investig ated the relationship
between stress and optimism in a sample 10 6 primarily female African American
colleg e students. The results sug g ested that hig her levels of optimism is related to
lower levels of stress, althoug h due to a lack of male pmiicipants g ender was unable
to be compared. The investig ation of student characteristics resulted in the conclusion
that individuals beg inning imiversity (underclassman) report hig her levels of stress
than individuals continuing university (upperclassman) . I t is proposed by the authors,
that while academic stress and perceived stress are correlated there is ho association
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demonstrated between optimism and academic stress andfurthermore no explanation
for this was f01ihcoming.
Also investig ating optimism in university students, Aspinwall and Taylor
(1992) conducted a long itudinal study of 67 2 colleg e students, examining optimism,
psycholog ical control and self esteem and their influence on adjustment and
performance within colleg e life. The participants ranged from 16 to 19 years of ag e,
were mainly white and consisted of 394 women, 27 7 men with one unreported. The
results denoted that the type of coping strateg ies chosen influences a student's
adjustment to colleg e. I n this study, optimism was found to be influential on
adjustment both directly and indirectly tlu·oug h the choice of coping strateg y. Gender
was not examined in this study but may have providedfurther insig ht into whether
males and females adjusted and performed differently to university life, as well as
providing an insig ht into potential difference in levels of optimism and whether these
levels in turn lead males and female to choose the same or different coping strateg ies.
These results are suppo1ied by those of.K:rypel andHenderson-King (20 10 ) and
Hatchett and Park (20 0 4 )
Adding to the limited finding s of g ender in optimism studies, optimism is
revealed by Krypel andHenderson-King (2010 ) as an important mechanism in the
choice of coping strateg ies used by individuals reg ardless of g ender. I n their study
Krypel andHenderson-King (20 10 ) examined stress, optimism and coping styles in
relation to the meaning of education in a sample of 30 9 U.S. A. colleg e students. I n
line with previous studies, such asBaldwinand colleag ues (20 0 3) andBrisette,
Scheier, and Carver (20 0 2) hig her levels of optimism wererelated to lower levels of
stress. Gender comparisons revealed that levels of stress and levels of optimism did
not differ for males and females but that choices of coping strateg ies differed
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significantly , with females ni ore likely to use both emotion and problem. focused
coping strategies than theirmale counterparts. Ex amination of themeaning of
education which included connotations such as career preparation, demonstration of
independence, planning for the future, new way s of learning, individual growth and
enhanced social life , did highlight thatmales scored significantly higher onmeasures
of stress in comparison with females in relation to the contex t given to education but
revealed no gender diff erence for optimism levels when considered in isolation.
This lack of gender difference is contrary to Puskar and colleagues (20 10 ) who
conducted a longitudinal study measuring self-esteem and optimism in 19 3 mainly
Caucasian rural adoles cents attending tlll' ee different schools in theU.S. A. and
discerned thatmales scored higher on levels of both optimism and self- esteem than
females. Further research into potential gender diff erencesmay prove beneficial.
These prior studies suggest that within Western cultures optimismmay be highly ·
beneficial for those individuals ex periencing stress especially in relation to academia.
Focusing on optimism in relation to employment, Chang and colleagues
( 20 0 0 ) ex amined the role of optimism in the risk for job burnout in 23 3 primarily
female working college students at an American university . I n line with previous
studies (Baldwin, Chambliss, & Towler, 20 0 3 ; Brissette, Scheier, & Carver, 20 0 2;
Kry pel & Henderson-King, 20 10 ; Tusaie, Puskar, & Sereika, 20 0 7) higher levels of
optimism cor related to lower levels of stress, although a lack of descriptive statistics
in relation to agemake it diff icult to draw comparisons with other similar studies.
Optimism was however revealed to be beneficial for working students, lowering the
risk for job burnout, emotional ex haustion and job cynicism and increasing the
student's profe ssional eff icacy. I n addition, optimism and stress were suggested to
equally predict a working student's emotional ex hausH on. Due however, to lack of
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malep articip ants, g ender comp arisons were unable to be obtained and it isp ossible
th at males may or may not disp lay th e same outcomes. Alth ough , th ese results app ear
to sug g est th at op timism is beneficial for th e working individual, th ere is an issue with
th e g eneralisability of Ch ang et al's fi nding s. Furth er research could address th is issue
with th e inclusion of malep miicip ants.
Adding to th e literature by investig ating older retired individuals, Ferg uson
and Goodwin ( 2010 ) examined op timism, wellbeing and th e mediating effect of social
supp ort andp erceived control in a samp le of 225 men and women between 6 5-94
y ears of ag e residing in a retirement villag e. Th e results indicated op timism is an
extremely imp otiantp redictor of an olderp erson'sp ercep tion of well-being.
Furth ermore, op timism isp ositively associated with p urp ose in life , p ositive affect,
social supp ort andp ercep tion of control. Additionally Mannix and Colleag ues (20 0 8)
investig ated th e relationsh pi betweenph y sicalh ealth and op timism among 23 y oung
p eop le between 13- 21 y ears of ag e suffering with cancer in th eU. S . A. Alth ough th e
samp le size was small and it was imp ossible to obtain g ender comp arisons, th e results
indicated th at op timism is an imp ortant mech anism for infl uencing ph y sical well
being . Op timism is indicated to be associated with ph y sicalh ealth , with p articip ants
wh ose scores rated h igh er on op timism rep orting lessp ain, fewerp roblems
communicating and an increase in quality of life. Th is study supp otis th at of Be ig e!
and colleag ues (2010 ).
Moreover, investig ating op timism andph y sical well being inU.S. A. detention
centre inmate s, B eig e! and colleag ues (2010 ) conducted a long itudinal study of 501
male and fe male inmates. Th e results of th e study indicated th at levels of op timism
remained stable th rough out th e p eriod of incarceration and op timism h ad a sig nificant
influence on th e number of ph y sical sy mp toms and th e number of ph y sicalh ealth
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concerns experienced by inmates. The inmates who scored higher on levels of
optimism at the first assessment werefound over time to have experienced larg er
decreases in symptoms of somatization when compared to inmates having lower
levels of optimism at the initial assessment. The numbers of male participants
(6 9 . 7% ) vastly outnumbered the number of fe male pmiicipants(30 . 3% ) possibly
preventing the investig ation into g ender differences. Althoug h the majority (7 9. 9% )
of pmi icipants consisted of African Americans (4 4% ) and Caucasians (35. 9% )
ethnicity was not investig ated which may have helped fill the g ap in this area of·
optimism research.
These previous studies provide supporting evidence that optimism has a
positive influence on levels of stress, levels of self esteem, forming and maintaining
relationships, choice of coping strateg ies, adjustment to university life, scholastic
competence, and perceptions of support, job burnout, physical health, well-being and
psychosocial functioning. The research appears to sug g est that optimism is important
for teenag ers, young adults, adults and older people as well as being beneficial for
males, fe males, inmates, university students, Caucasians, Afr ican Americans,
individuals living in ru ral areas and those individuals suffering with an ong oing
illness. This prior research has also hig hlig hted the necessityfor more studies to be
conducted outside of theUnited States of America and to include participants that
allow for g ender and ethnic comparisons.
P ar entalAutonomy Supp ort
Parental Autonomy Support (PAS) has been conceptualised as the promotion
of independent functioning (PIF) and the promotion of volitional fimctioning (PVF)
(Soenens et al. , 20 0 7 ). Promotion of independent functioning relates to parents
encourag ing their offspring to rely on themselves and to make their own decisions
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(Soenens, Vansteenkiste, & Sierens, 200 9 ). Promotion of volitional functioning refers
to parents encourag ing their offspring to explore, find and make decisions b ased on
the offspring 's interests', values and g oals (Soenens et al. , 200 9 ). Parental autonomy
support is indicated t ob e positively associated with: Academic achievement, well
b eing , effortfu l control, academic performance, social and academic adjustment,
autonomous motivation, persistence and choice of coping strateg ies (Jousseme t,
Koestner, L ekes, & L andry, 200 5; L ekes et al. , 20 10 ; Ratelle, L arose, Guay, &
Senecal, 200 5; Soenens et al. , 2007; Wong , 200 8). Research involving PAS is sparse
b ut reveals a pattern indicating that studies oft en involve academic variab les, such as
outcomes, motivation and achievement. The studies compare g ender and explore
et hnicity with research having b een carried out in various countries including Russia,
Belgium, Greece, Poland, Sing apore, GreatBritain and theUnitedStates of America
( Chirkov & Ryan, 200 1; Hag g er et al. , 200 5; Soenens et al. , 2007; Wong , 200 8).
I n a cross cultural study, Chirkov andRyan (200 1) investig atedPAS and
teacher autonomy support(TAS) in a sample of hig h school students fromRussia and
theUnitedStates of America in relation to well-b eing and academic motivation.
While no intern al validity statistics were provided for the measures of self reg ulation
and psycholog ical well-b eing , the measures haveb een widely used and have
demonstrated acceptab le validity(Chirkov & Ryan, 200 1) . The results indicated that
althoug hRussian participants rated lower on measures of PAS and TAS as well as
self- actualisation, self esteem and] ife satisfaction compared toU.S. A. part icipants.
PAS was impottant for positive outcomes forb othRussian andU.S. A. participants.
TAS was less influential than PAS for participant well-b eing. PAS was also
positively related to TAS, self esteem, depression, life satisfact ion and self
actualisation and neg atively related to external reg ulation indicating thatPAS is an
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important aspect for developing and maintaining academic motivation. T hese results
are supported by Lekes, Gingras, Pilippe, Kaestner and Fang (2010 ) andWong
( 20 0 8).
I ncreasing our knowledge of potential ethnic variations by comparing a
sample of N orth American and Chinese adolescents, Lekes and colleagues (20 10 )
exploredPAS in relation to well-being and intrinsic life goals (ILG). Aft er finding
inadequate levels of internal consistency, thePerceptions of Autonomy Support Scale
was adapted by deleting unreliable items increasing internal consistency to within an
acceptable range. R esults from gender comparisons indicated that female adolescents
rated more highly on measures ofILO and lower on measure of well-being than their
male counterparts. T his study found thatPAS was indirectly associated with well
being through the positive 1· elation withILG regardless of ethnicity.
Fmiher addressing ethnicity, Soenens and Colleagues (20 07 ) investigated the
separate constructs of PAS, PI F and PVF in three separa te studies conducted in
Belgium. T he first two studies involved college students ranging from 17 -25 y ears of
age, while the third study involved high school students ranging from 14 -16 y ears of
age. T he results indicated that bothPI F and PVF are positively related and are
beneficial for psy chosocial fu nctioning bu t only PVF contributed unique variance,
having direct effects on psy chosocial functioning and indirect effects through self
determination. More recent research by Soenens and colleagues ( 20 0 9 ) explor edPI F
andPVF in 4 87 Belgium college students ranging fr om 17 - 25 y ears of age. T he
results revealed that higher levels of PVF were related to lower levels of depression,
and higher levels of self esteem, academic and social adjustment. PI F was related to
self esteem and social adjustment with paiiicipants rating higher on measures of PI F,
self esteem and social adj ustment. Soenens and colleagues ( 20 0 9 ) suggest thatPI F
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m ay be either v oluntar ily or for ced on childr en thr oug h contr olling par ents, while
PVF is incom patible with contr ol and is always the child's choice. PVF is ar ea that
wouldm er it supplem entar y explor ation.
Fur ther explor ation of PAS inr elation to academ ia was addr essed byWong
(200 8) . I n a cr oss- sectional study inv estig ating PAS, par en tal inv olv em ent, self
r eg ulation, academ ic per form ance and substance use inU.S. A. adolescents, Wong
(200 8) r ev ealed thatPAS appear ed to hav e a dir ect effect on identifiedr eg ulation and
thr oug h identifi ed r eg ulation indir ect effects on academ ic perform ance, disr uptiv e
behav iour and substance use. Ther esults sug g est that PAS is im por tant for adolescent
well- being and academ ic functioning . WhileWong's (200 8) r esults ar e suppor ted by
Ratelle, L ar ose, Guay, and Senecal (200 5) , they should be inter pr eted with caution as
the intem al consistency of thePer ceptions of Par ents Scale(POPS) (Gr olnick, Ryan,
& D eci, 19 9 1) is consider ed to be below the g ener al acceptable standar d (Field, 200 9 ,
p, 675) .
Using m easur es with acceptable intem al consistency, Ratelle and colleag ues
(200 5) conducted a long itudinal study which inv estig atedPAS and. par ental
inv olv em ent in r elation to academ ic achiev em ent andp er sistence in a sam ple of 729
U.S. A. students in their fi nal year of hig h school. Ther esults sug g est that bothPAS
and par ental inv olv em ent ar e im por tant in academ ic achiev em ent and per sistence as
well as withfe eling s of com petence, autonom y andr elatedness. PAS was indir ectly
and positiv ely associated withr elatedness at school, com petence towar d science and
autonom y in the science pr ogr am and dir ectly and positiv ely associated with
per sistence in science, com petence towar d science, autonom y in the science pr ogr am
as well as par ental inv olv em ent.
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Fmi her to this, investig ating academic achievement as well as academic
adjustment and their association with maternal autonomy support(MAS) , J oussemet
and colleag ues (20 0 5) conducted a long itudinal study with a sub-sample of
participantsfrom a prior study conducted by Sears and colleag ues (1 9 57 ).While the
use of historical data may potentially not be relevant to curr ent students due to the
substantial chang es which have occurred during the last 54 y ears, the results indicated
thatMAS was important in helping students adjust to school both socially and
academically as well as benefi cial fo r academic performance by improving reading
competence.
These results suppoti those of Grolnic k and colleag ues ( 19 9 1) who studied
MAS as well as paternal autonomy supp01i in a sample of 4 56 U.S. A. primary school
students with results indicating thatMAS and paternal autonomy suppoti are
positively linked with perceived competence, and academic achievement. Grolnick
and colleag ues created the measure of autonomy used in their study (Children' s
Perception of Parents Scale) for use on primary school ag ed children. I nternal
consistency for raw scores in the preliminary testing stag e reveals Cronbach' s alphas
rang ing fr om 0. 53 to 0. 6 7. According to Field (20 0 9, p, 6 7 5) these scores are below
the g enerally acceptable level for internal consistency sug g esting that the results
should be interpreted with caution.
While most studies have investig atedPAS in relation to academic outcomes;
Powers and colleag ues (20 0 8) explored autonomy support in relation to weig ht loss in
7 3 femaleU.S. A. underg raduate students rang ing fr om 18 to 4 5 y ears of ag e.
Students were assig ned to either an autonomy support ing g roup or a controlling
g roup. Thefi nding s sug g est that autonomy support is a sig nifi cant predictor of short
term weig ht loss and is positively related to self reg ulation, with those students in the
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autonomy supp0 11ing g roup achieving g reater weig ht loss in comparison to those
students in the controlling g roup.
These previous studies provide supp0 1 1 ing evidence thatPAS represents a
positive infl uence on w ell-being, self esteem, depression, life satisfaction, self
actualisation, intrinsic life g oals, academic achievement, weig ht loss, feeling s of
competence, self determination as well as academic and social adjustment. The
limited research appears to sug g est thatPAS is beneficial for children in primary
school, hig h school and colleg e as well as males and females and individuals of
varying ethnicities. Fmther research into other domains outside of academia may be
beneficial.
Perceived Social Support
Perceived social support(PSS) such as supportfr om parents, extended fa mily,
sibling s, teachers, schools, mentors andp eers has been found to be beneficial in
helping individuals positively adapt to the chang es, stress and adversity in their life.
F reeman and Rees ( 20 10 ) indicate thatPSS is a combination of emotional support,
esteem supp ort, info rmational support andt ang ible supp01i . I t concerns the support au
individual thinks they w ill receive or is available to them rather than concerning the
support that is actually received. PSS has been found to be positively associated with
well-being, intrinsic motivation, self confidence, social and school bonding, school
adjustment, self esteem, choice of coping sty le, self-reliance, academic achievement,
quality of life andn eg atively related to effects of bully ing, depression, loneliness,
anxiety, distress and absenteeism( Armstrong, Birnie- Lefc ovitch, & Ung ar, 200 5;
Aspinwall & Tay lor, 1992; Bernardon, Babb, Hakim-L arson, & Grag g, 20 11; Bowes,
Maug han, Caspi, Moffi tt, & Arseneault, 20 10 ; Chirkov & Ry an, 200 1; Cruza-Guet,
Spokane, Caskie, Brown, & Szapocznik, 200 8; D avidson, D emaray, Malecki,
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Ellonen, & Korkiamaki, 2008; Furukawa, Sarason, & Sarason, 1998; Freeman &
Rees, 2010; Schneider, Tomada, Normand, Tonci, & de Domini, 2005; Weber,
Puskar, & Ren, 2010; Southwick, Morgan, Vythilingam, & Charney, 2006; Tusaie, et
al. , 2007; Urquhart & Pooley, 2007; Wahg, Haertel, & Walberg, 1998).
Mentioned previously Tusaie and colleagues (2007) examined optimism in
relation to psychosocial resilience, along with perceived family and friend suppott, in
relation to psychosocial resilience. Although gender was not examined, the overall
findings indicated that PSS from family was positively associated and predictive of
resilience, while in older adolescents experiencing adversive situations, PSS from
friends was more beneficial than PSS from family.
As well as being a potentially powerful predictor of resilience, PSS is
suggested to be a valuable contributor to an individual's perception of quality of life.
Rambod and Rafii (2010) examined PSS and quality of life in a cross-sectional study
involving 202 Muslim Iranian patients suffering with Hemodialysis. Hemodialysis is
the end stage of renal disease (renal failure). Using well validated measures the results
indicated that PSS was positively associated with overall quality of life as well as
health related quality of life and quality of family life suggesting that those
individuals that felt they received high levels of social support were more positive
about their quality of life. These results are suppo1:ted by Beeble and colleagues
(2009).
While PSS has an impact on the quality of life of individuals suffering with a
serious disease it has also been found to be beneficial for individuals facing other
stressful situations. Investigating social support and well-being, Beeble and
colleagues (2009) conducted a longitudinal study in a sample of 160 paiticipants
ranging from 21-49 years of age of various ethnicities who had recently suffered from
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intimate partner violence. Although ethnic diversity was not examined the results
indicated that social suppo1t was positively associated with quality of life. Women
who had higher levels of PSS, had higher levels of quality of life and lower levels of
depressive symptomolgy initially, as well as more improvement in depression over
time. Social support was also beneficial in influencing the effects of physical and
psychological abuse. While lacking generalisability the results suggest that social
support is valuable for women who have recently experienced intimate partner
violence and merits fmther study involving examination of cultural influences.
The negative association between PSS and depression supports findings by
Brissette, Scheier, and Carver (2002). In an investigation concerning optimism, social
network development, coping, and psychological adjustment during the transition to
university, Brissette, Scheier, and Carver measured changes comparing the beginning
of first semester to the end of first semester, with all measures scoring higher at the
end of semester. The results indicated a positive relationship between changes in
social suppmt and optimism as well as positive reinterpretation and growth and a
negative association between changes in social suppmt and changes in depression and
stress. Although stress and depression increased over the semester it appears that the
increase is slower for those students whose social suppo1t network increased in size
compared to those whose social suppo1t network experienced smaller increases.
Social support and well-being has also been studied by Karademas (2005) in
relation to self-efficacy in 201 insurance company workers ranging from 19-62 years
of age. Measures of optimism, well-being, depressive symptoms and expectations
revealed that self efficacy and social support directly predicted depression and
satisfaction with life as well as indirectly predicting depression and quality of life
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through optimism. Shelby and colleagues (2008) in an investigation into optimism
also found a positive relationship between social support and optimism.
Social support has also been suggested to be helpful in transitions when
individuals encounter new situations. Urquhart and Pooley (2007) examined the
experiences of 12 first year Australian university students ranging from 17-45 years of
age. Although the small sample size did not allow for examination of gender or
ethnicity the results revealed that social support is essential in helping university
students positively adjust to university life. Futihermore social support was important
for maintaining perseverance as well as helping to cultivate optimism and positive
coping. These results supp01i those of Aspinwall and Taylor (1992) who found that
social suppo1i predicted better adjustment to college. In addition Gizir and Aydin
(2009) examined protective mechanisms contributing to the academic resilience of
872 eighth grade inner city students of low socioeconomic status living in Turkey.
Although few validity statistics were provided for the measures used in the study, the
results indicated that school support and peer support were beneficial in developing,
increasing and infll)encing 'academic resilience. These results are supported by Tiet,
Huizinga, and Byrnes (2010) who indicate that bonding to teachers, results in less
antisocial behaviour and better adjustment to academic life, while bonding to family
also predicted better adjustment, with both bonding to teachers and family a predictor
of resilience.
Adjustment was fmiher examined by Furukawa and colleagues (1998) who
conducted a longitudinal study using measures with high validity to ascertain the
relationship between social suppo1i and adjustment in 242 Japanese international
exchange students. Although gender was not examined due to the small number of
male participants, the results indicated a connection between social support and well-
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bei ng wi th soci al suppor t i nfluenti al i n the choi ce of copi ng str ateg i es uti li sed.
S tudents wi th hi g her soci al suppor t used less emoti on focused copi ng andm or e task
or i entated copi ng str ateg i es.
Fr eem an and Rees (20 lO ) exam i ned PSS , str ess and self-confidence i n a
sam ple of 1 5 2 uni ver si ty athletes, wi th a mean ag e of 20 . 1 y ear s. Althoug h no
_ descr i pti ve stati sti cs wer e pr ovi ded i n r eg ar ds to ag er ang e or ethni c di ver si ty the
r esults r evealed that hi g her levels of str ess was associ ated wi th lower levels of self
confi dence and PSS was an im por tantm echani sm for self confi dence. Per cei ved
soci al suppor t was assessed on four subscales (per cei ved emoti onal supp0 1 t , per cei ved
esteem suppor t, per cei ved i nfor mati onal suppott and per cei ved tang i ble suppor t) wi th
each scaler eveali ng a posi ti ve associ ati on wi th self confidence.
As well as helpi ng to i ncr ease self confidence, PSS has been sug g ested to
i nfluence levels of anxi ety. Exam i ni ng 7 69 U.S . A. mother s who had exper i enced a
r ecent sti ll bir th, Cacci ator e and colleag ues (20 0 9 ) assessed PSS from phy si ci ans,
nur ses, suppott gr oups andfam i ly . Most benefi ci alfor m other s i n thi s study was
fam i ly support as mother s wi th fa mi ly suppor t wer e found have the lowest levels of
anxi ety and depr essi on, followed by supp0 1t pr ovi ded by n ur ses, suppor t from their
doctor and lastly su ppor tr ecei ved from suppor t gr oups. Ther esults i ndi cate that
r ecei vi ng any su ppor t lessens the effects of anxi ety and depr essi on exper i enced by
mother s when compar ed to mother sr ecei vi ng no suppor t.
The pr evi ous studi es hi g hli g ht the i mpor tance of PSS i n helpi ng i ndi vi duals
cope wi th tr aum ati c, str essful or adver si ve si tuati ons that may occur . PSS i s
associ ated wi th posi ti ve outcom esfor i ndi vi duals of var i ous ag es, ethni ci ti es and for a
var i ety of adver si ve li fe events. PSS i s also str ong ly associ ated wi th opti mi sm and i s
pr edic ti ve of r esi li ence.
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Conclusion

Transitions are a common occurrence, oft en resulting in stress, anxiety and
unce1tainty. Resilience is b eneficial in coping with transitions and can b e defined as
the positive adaptation to adversive or ong oing stressfu l situations. While resilience
research orig inated fr om studies that focused on maladaptive outcomes and risk
factors it prog ressed to examining mechanisms that encompassed protective and
mediating effects. Tln- ee suchmechanisms are optimism, perceived social suppo1t and.
perceivedp arental autonomy support. PAS consists of PI F andPVF. The prolific
research into optimism and perceive social support as well as the limited studies into
parental autonomy support sug g est that thesemechanismsmay play an extremely
important role in developing and maintaining and potential ly predicting resilience.
Separately, optimism, PAS andPSS appear to b e valuabl e in helping individuals cope
with amyriad of adverse life advents and stressfu l situations, as well asb eing
b eneficial for varying ag es and differing ethnicities. Fmthen nore themechanisms of
optimism, PAS andPSS appear to positively interact with each other helping
i.ndividuals in adapting to their circumstances and enab ling positive outcomes during
and aft er adversive situations. Fmther investig ation into all three mechanismsmay
provide enlig htenmentb y addressing the lack of g ender and ethnic diversity in
optimism research, as well as increasing our knowledg e and understanding in the
relatively new area of PAS as well as examining the interactive effectsb etween PSS,
optimism andPAS.
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Abstract
Throughout our lifespan we face many challenges which are often referred to as
transitions. The move to university is one such transition which may place individuals
at risk of suffering ongoing significant life stress, anxiety and unce1iainty. Optimism,
promotion of independent functioning (PIF), promotion of volitional functioning
(PVF) and perceived social support (PSS) appear to be beneficial in coping with
university transition and positive adaptation to adversity as well as being associated
both directly and indirectly with resilience. This study was conducted in two stages
which examined the mechanisms of optimism, PIF, PVF and PSS and their predictive
relationship with resilience in first year university students during two semesters. The
results indicated that students with higher levels of optimism, PIF, PVF and PSS
experienced higher levels of resilience. In Stage One (N = 95), the multiple regression
analysis (MRA) indicated optimism (ps <.01), PIF (ps <.05) and PVF (ps <. 05)
independently and significantly predicted resilience. In Stage Two (N= 103) the
MRA indicated that only optimism and PSS uniquely predicted resilience (ps <. 01).
This study contributed to the limited research conducted in Australia concerning the
resilience of first year university students.
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Throug hout our lifespan we face many challeng es which are oft en refe11' ed to
as transitions. As such, it is arg ued by Latham and Green (19 9 7 ) that transitions are
central to our lives as they may include death, births, marriag e, pubetty , relocation,
family breakdown, aspects of primary , secondary and tertiary education, illness,
unemploy ment, injury or disability. Consistently , the literature indicates that
transitions are a source of stress, uncertainty , anxiety and even fear, as individuals are
g oing throug h a process of leaving the fa miliar behind and entering unfamiliar
tet1' itory (Latham & Green, 19 9 7 ). I t has been sug g ested that how well an individual
copes with a transition that has, or is, occun' ing is related to how resilient that
ind ividual is (Tusaie & Dy er, 20 0 4 ). I n order to become resilient an individual must
experience some form of hardship or diffi culty as resilience has been indicated to
occur only in the presence of adversity ( Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 20 0 0 , Masten,
20 0 1).
Research indicates that resilience is beneficial for individualsfa cing adversity
and transitions in their lives and as such various defi nitions of the concept of
resilience have arisen. Luther, Cicchetti, and Becker ( 20 0 0 , p 54 3 ) sug g est that
resilience refers to "a dy namic process encompassing positive adaptation within the
context of sig nificant adversity " whereasM asten and Coatswotih ( 19 9 8, p, 20 6 ) state
that resilience is the "manifested competence in the context of sig nifi cant challeng es
to adaptation or development" whileNewman ( 20 0 5, p 227 ) describes resilience a s
"the human ability to adapt in the face of trag edy , trauma, adversity , hardship and
ong oing sig nificant lif e stressors".
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The lack of consensus on a single definition acknowledges the extremely
complex multidimensional concept of resilience; this complexity may also be seen
through the continued focus on resilience research over the last five decades.
Resilience research evolved from studies which focused on maladaptive outcomes
suffered by individuals in the face of adversity (Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000).
These studies identified factors that left individuals vulnerable or at risk of suffering
from maladaptive outcomes such as mental health disorders and drug abuse (Rutter,
1985). Recognition that some individuals, regardless of vulnerability or presence of
risk factors, positively adapted to adversity lead to a move away from a deficit-based
model into a strength-based model of investigation which focused on factors that
potentially protected individuals from negative outcomes (Luthar, Cicchetti, &
Becker, 2000; Rutter, 1 985). In addition, the resulting outcome ofan individual's
interaction with stressful or adverse situations has been suggested to be related not
only to the presence of risk factors and protective factors but also to buffering effects
(Masten & Reed, 2002; Pooley & Cohen, 20 I 0). Risk factors are those, that can leave
an individual vulnerable to negative outcomes while protective factors help to guard
against negative maladaptive outcomes (Masten & Reed, 2002). Buffering or
mediating effects are the interaction between the negative affects of risk factors and
the positive influence of protective factors (Masten & Reed, 2002).
It is suggested that resilience can only be examined by investigating the
factors/mechanisms that put an individual at risk (Liebenberg & Unger, 2009). One
particular area that has gained attention as ·a potentially considerable risk is the
transition to university. University transitions have been suggested to place
individuals at risk of suffering ongoing significant life stress, anxiety and uncertainty
(Tusaie & Dyer, 2004). Some of the myriad of actual or potential challenges that
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occur during university transition can include: Concerns reg arding skills and abilities
to cope with th e demands of university life, h aving and maintaining motivation,
eng ag ement with peers, th e inconsistency of parental, teach er and university
expectations as well as issues of parental suppo 1 t (J ackson et al. , 20 0 0 ; Lath am &
Green, 19 97; Urquh ai t& Pooley , 20 07).
Th ree mech anisms th at appear to be beneficial in coping with university
transition and positive adaptation to adversity as well as being associated both directly
and indirectly with resilience are: optimism, perceived parental autonomy suppo1t
(PAS) and perceived social support(PSS) , (T usaie, Puskar, & Sereika, 20 07).
Optimismh as been described as a g eneral tendency to expect a positive outcome even
in th e fa ce of obstacles (Sch eier & Carver, 19 85) . Optimism is indicated to h ave a
positive affect on ph y sical and psy ch osocial well-being , such as: Depressive
sy mptomolog y , th e impact of stress, self esteem, forming and maintaining
relationsh ips, ch oice of coping strateg ies, adjustment to university life, sch olastic
competence, and perception of suppo1t (Aspinwall& T ay lor, 19 9 2; Baldwin,
Ch abliss, & T owler, 20 0 3; Brissette, Sch eier, & Carver, 20 0 2; F ass & T ubman, 20 0 2;
Ferg uson & Goodwin, 20 10 ; Hatch ett & Park, 20 0 4 ; Krypel& Henderson-King ,
20 10 ; Mannix, F eldman, & Moody , 20 0 9 ; Nes & Seg erstron, 20 0 6 ; Puskar et al. ,
20 10 ).
I th as been sug g ested stu dents beg inning th e first y ear of university suffer
fr omh igher levels of stress th an students continuing th eir university education
(Baldwin, Ch abliss, & T owler, 20 0 3). During th e first semester of th e initial
transition, optimismh as been indicat ed to h elp students manag e th e move into th e
new university environment by lowering levels of stress, increasing self-esteem as
well increasing th e use of planning and active coping strateg ies (Brissette, Sch eier, &
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Carver, 20 0 2). As well as being advantageous for students in first se mester, op timism
h as also been suggested to valuable for students th rough out th eir ongoing university
studies (Asp inwall & T ay lor, 1992; Baldwin, Ch abliss, & T owler, 20 0 3).
I n addition to op timism, PAS h as been suggested toh elp individuals c op e with
th e move to university . PASh as been c onc ep tualised as c omp rising of th ep romotion
of indep endentfunc tioning (PIF) and th ep romotion of volitional fu nc tioning (PVF)
(Soenens et al., 20 0 7 ). Promotion of indep endentfu nc tioning relates top arents
enc ouraging th eir offsp ring to rely on th emselves and to make th eir own dec isio ns,
p ossibly in line with th ep arent's values and goals wh ile PVF refers top arents
enc ouraging th eir off sp ring to exp lore, find and make dec isions based on th e
offsp ring's interests' values and goals (Soenens, V ansteenkiste, & Sierens, 20 0 9).
PAS isp ositively assoc iated with : Ac ademic ach ievement, well-being, effo rtful
c ontrol, ac ademic p erformanc e, soc ial and ac ademic adjustment, autonomous
motivation, p ersistenc e and ch oic e of c op ing s trategies (J ousseme t et al., 20 0 5; L ekes
et al. , 20 10; Ratelle et al. , 20 0 5; Soenens et al. , 20 0 7; Wong, 20 0 8). For new students
stmiing th eir university exp erienc e, th e first six week s are c onsidered th e most
ch allenging time with in th e first y ear wh ich may exp lain wh y p arental supp ort
inc reases over th e c ourse of th e fi rst semester (U rq uh art & Pooley , 20 0 7 , T ao, D ong,
Pratt, Hunsberger, & Panc er, 20 0 0 ). Th is result imp lies th atp arental supp ort may be
at itsh igh est at th e end of fi rst semester.
Furth ermore, p erc eived soc ial supp ort(PSS) such as supp ort from extended
family , siblings, teach ers, sch ools, mentors andp eersh as been found to be benefic ial
in h elp ing individuals p ositively adap t to th e transition to university (South wic k et al. ,
20 0 6; T usaie, Puskar, & Sereika, 20 0 7; U rq uh art & Pooley , 20 0 7; Wang, Haertel, &
W alberg, 1998). PSS is indic ated to bep ositively assoc iated with well-being,
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in trins ic motivation , s ocial an d s chool bon din g , s chool adjus tmen t, s elf es teem, choice
of copin g s trateg ies , s elf-relian ce, academic achievemen t, an dn eg atively related to
effects of bully in g , depress ion , lon elin ess , an xiety , dis tress an d abs en teeis m
( Arms tron g , Birnie-Lefc ovitch, & Un g ar, 20 0 5; As pin wall & Taylor, 19 9 2;
Bernardon et al. , 20 11; Bowes et al. , 20 10 ; Chirkov & Ry an , 20 0 1; Cruza-Guet et al. ,
20 0 8; Davids on et al. , 20 0 8; Furukawa, Saras on , & Saras on , 20 0 8; Schn eider et al. ,
20 0 8; W eber, Pus kar, & Ren , 2010 ).
Firs t y ear un ivers ity s tuden t's s ocials upport s ys tems durin g the fi rs ts emes ter
of the academic y ear are s ug g es ted to be a time of s ocial volatility (Briss ette, Scheier,
& Carver, 20 0 2). The firs t s emes ter is a time of adjus tmen t forri ew un ivers ity
s tuden ts where they are meetin g n ew people, developin g n ew frien ds hips , · evaluatin g ,
ren eg otiatin g or main tain in g old frien ds hips , homes ickn ess , modification of paren tal
s upport as well as kn owledg e acquis ition of un ivers ity res ources (Paul & Brier, 20 0 1;
Tao, Don g , Pratt, Huns berg er, & Pan cer, 20 0 0 ; U ran i, Miller, J ohns on , & Petzel,
20 03 ). Social s upports when cons idered in dividually are uns table durin g the firs t
s emes ter of un ivers ity for firs t y ear s tuden ts , an d althoug h Tao an d colleag ues ( 20 0 0 )
foun d overall s ocial s uppo1t to bes table over the cours e of the s emes ter, this res ult is
mis leadin g · as further an alys is revealed that the in dividual s upports ys tems ( paren t,
frien d, s iblin g an d teacher) chan g ed in in tens ity. Paren t an d frien d s ocial s up p01i
in creas ed over the s emes ter while s iblin g an d teacher s upport decre as ed (Tao, Don g ,
Pratt, Huns berg er, & Pan cer, 20 0 0 ). Therefore, poten tially PSS may become more
s table as they ear prog ress es an d may in creas e the likelihood of s uccess ful un ivers ity
adjus tmen t. This res ults ug g es ts thatPSS would be hig her aft er the in itial firs t
s emes ter trans ition to un ivers ity.
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The mechanisms of optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS have all b een associated
with university adjustment and appear to b e val uabl e in hel ping individual s cope with
adverse, anxiety and stress provok ing situations such as the transition to university.
By util ising a mul tidimensional model within a resil ience framework this study will
examine resil ience in y oung fi rst y ear university students and their rel ationship to
optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS. Specificall y it is hy pothesised th at (1) optimism, PIF
and PVF will independently and sig nificantl y predict resil ience and (2) optimism,
PIF, PVF and PSS will independentl y and sig nifi cantl y predict resil ience.
M ethod
D es ig n
This research pro ject empl oy ed a quantitative correl ational desig n consisting
of the independent variabl es optimism, promotion of independentfu nctioning ,
promotion of vol itional fu nctioning and perceived social suppo1i and one dependent
variabl e; resil ience. E xamination of the variabl es was conducted in two stag es. Stag e
One investig ated the initial transition of fi rst y ear university students during their fi rst
semester at university b y examining three independent variabl es ( optimism, PIF and
PVF) and one dependent variabl e (resil ience). Therefore the first hy pothesis that
optimism, PIF andPVF will independentl y and sig nificantl y predict resil ience is the
focus for Stag e One.
Stag e Two was desig ned to investig ate the ong oing transition of first y� ar
university students during their second semester at university b y examining four
independent variabl es (optimism, PIF, PVF and PSS) and one dependent variabl e
(resil ience). Therefore, Stag e Two addresses th e second hy pothesis, that Optimism,
PIF, PVF and PSS will independentl y and sig nificantl y predict resil ience,
Participants
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I n Stage O ne participants were 9 5 (7 3Female and 22 Male) firs t year
univers ity s tudents , completing their firs ts emes ter of univers ity education ranging
b etween 17-19 years of age (M= 18. 0 9 , SD = . 547 ). The majority of participants
identified thems elves as Aus tralian ( 4 3% ) or Caucas ian ( 34% ). Pleas e refer Appendix
A for fr equencies ci f demographic information. The res ults indicated· that generally,
participants s cored highly on theRes ilience Scale of Adults (M= l76. 4 5, SD= 26. 57 )
from a max imums core of 231. Stage Two cons is ted of 10 3 ( 81Female and 22Male)
firs t year, univers ityst udents completing their s econd s emes ter of univers ity
education in 20 11 ranging b etween 17- 19 years of age(M = 17. 9 2, SD = . 4 58). Again,
s imilar to Stage O ne, the maj ority of participants identified thems elves as Aus tralian
(77% ). Pleas e refer Appendix B for frequencies of demographic information.
M ateri als
Potential participants received an email from their unit lecturer or
undergraduate co-ordinator as king for their participation in the s tudy, (s tage one refer Appendix C, s tage two- refer Appendix D). A letter provided information on
the res earcher, proj ect, confidentiality, participant rights and gave an internet web link
for access to the s urvey. Thes urvey took approx imately 15 minutes to complete
(refer Appendix E).
I n the following s ection the onlines urveys us ed in b oths tages of the s tudy
will b e des crib ed followed b y details of the s cales us ed in the s urveys. I n relation to
Stage O ne the online s urvey was compris ed of five s ections. Sections one and five
were optional whiles ections two, three and four required participants to s ub mit all
ans wers b efore continuing. Section O ne, collected demographic information: Age,
gender, faculty, campus , ethnicity, TERI ATAR and pos tcode (refer Appendix F).
Section Two, contained theRes ilience Scale for Adults (Frib org et al. , 20 0 3) (refer
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Appendix G). Section Three contained the optimism scale, the Life Orientation TestRevised ( LOT-R), (Scheier, Carver & Bridg es, 19 9 4 ) refer Appendix H). Finally,
sectionFour collected information on perceived parental autonomy support assessing
bothPIF andPVF using the measure from a 20 0 7 study by Soenens et al. , ( refer
Appendix I ).
Stag e Two measures were similar to those used in Stag e One with the addition of the
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (PSS), (refer Appendix J ). The
final section of the online survey for both stag es collected information for participant
inclusion in a priz e draw (refer AppendixK).
Scales Used in the Online Surveys.
Resilience Scale for Adults (Friborg et al., 2003).

TheResilience Scale for Adults(RSA) is a 3 3 item, 7 -point semantic
differential scale formation where each item has a positive and a neg ative statement.
The items cover the 6 diff erent areas; perception of self , planned future, social
competence, stru ctured style, fa mily cohesion and social resources. An example of
one item is, "My plans for the future are" , where the positive statements will be
"possible to accomplish" and the neg ative statement will be" diffi cult to accomplish".
Cronbach' s alpha indicated that internal consistency ranged from adequate to hig h
( a=. 76 to a=. 87 ). Please refer Appendix L for overall internal consistency of survey
measures. This scale was used in both stag es.
Life Orientation Test - Revised (Scheier, Carver & Bridges, 1994).

The Life Orientation Test -Revised (LOT-R) is a measure of optimism and
pessimism, which consists of 10 items. Three items ( 3 , 7 and 9 ) are stated in neg ative
terms and assess pessimism; three item s (1, 4 , and 10 ) are stated in positive terms and
assess optimism and 4 filler items. The LOT-R uses a 5-point Likert scale rang ing
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from' 1' strong ly ag ree to ' 5' strong ly disag ree. An example of oµ e item is " Overall, I
expectmore g ood thing s to happen to me than bad" . C ronbach's alpha indicates an
adequate internal reliabilityp f a=. 7 8. _Please refer Appendix L for overall internal
consistency of surv ey measures. T his scale was used in both stag es.
Perceived Parental Autonomy Support (Soenens et al., 2007).

T he survey for perceived parental autonomy support utilised in the current
research project was adapted in 200 7 bySoenens and colleag ues. T he survey
comprises of 17 items, andmeasures bothPIP andPVP. Of the nine itemsmeasuring
PIP , seven were obtainedfr om a 200 3 study assessing autonomy g ranting by Silk and
colleagues, with the remaining two items being obtained fr om the Perceptions of
Parents Scale (Grolnick, Ryan, & Deci. , 19 9 1). Of the eig ht items measuring PVP ,
seven were obtained from autonomy support scale used within the Perceptions of
Parents Scale while the remaining item was obtain from the 200 3 study by Silk and
colleag ues (Grolnick, Ryan, & Deci. , 19 9 1; Silk et al. , 200 3 ). T he surv ey uses a 5point Likert scales rang ing fr om ' 1' strong ly disag ree to ' 5' strong ly ag ree. T he
surv ey asks participants to consider their relationship with their parents over the last
tlll' ee years. An example of one item is "Allowme to choosemy own directions in
life". C ronbach's alpha indicated adequate internal reliability forPIP (a=. 7 6 ) and a
g ood internal reliability forPVP (a= . 85). Please refer Appendix L for overall internal
consistency of surv eymeasures. T his scale was used in both stag es.
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (Zimet et al, 1988).

T heMultidimensional Scale of Perceive SocialSupport(MSPSS) is a measure
of an individual's perception of their social supports consisting of 12 items which
differentiate between the three social supports of family (questions 3 , 4 , 8, 11)
sig nificant others (questions 1, 2, 5, 10 ) and friends (questions 6 , 7 , 9 , 12). T he
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MSPSS us es a 7 -p oint Likert s cale rang ing from' 1' very s trong ly dis ag ree to ' 7' very
s trong ly ag ree ( 1988). An ex amp le of one item was "I can count on my friends when
things g o wrong " . C ronbac h's alp ha (a=. 88) indicated a g ood internal reliability
(1988). Pleas e refe r App endix L for overall internal cons is tency of s urvey meas ures .
This s cale was us ed in Stag e Two only
Procedure

The unit co-ordinators of s elected units were contacted by email at the end of
s emes ter (s tag e one) or the beg inning of s emes ter (s tag e two) for their cons ent and
commitment to forward an email containing relevan t info rmation about the res earch
p roj ect (Stag e One email refe r App endix C, Stag e Two email refe r App endix D ) and
the link to the online s urvey. A fmiher email was s ent to the unit lecturers as king for
s tudents to be reminded of the clos ing date of the s urvey .
· For Stag e One the units targ eted were the fi rs t s emes ter, firs t y ear
underg raduate units offered in 2011 at bothJ oondalup andBunbury camp us es. (refe r
App endix M). For Stag e Two the units targ eted were thos e in s econd s emes ter for
fi rs t y ear underg raduate degrees at all three camp us es J oondalup , Mt Lawley and
Bunbury (refe r App endix N ). Unit coordinators were as ked to s end an email to their
s tudents in their resp ective unit. Thep otentialp articip ants were then g iven
info rmation about the s tudy and directed to afi internet web linked address if they
wanted to p articip ate. The online s urvey took app rox imately 15 minutes to comp lete
(refe r App endix F - K). Particip ants were g ive n the op tion to enter ap rize drawfo r a
$ 50 vis a card once they comp leted the s urvey (refe r App endix K).
Ethics

Prior to the commencement of this res earchp roj ect, ethics app roval was
obtained from The School of Ps y cholog y and Social Science Ethics Sub-Committee
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(SPSSESC). The participants' contact. details relating to the prize draw were removed
fr om the data set prior to any analysis. At the date indicated (14/0 9/ 20 11) a name was
drawn at random and the paii icipant was notified via their chosen contact details to
obtain their prize in a sealed envelope from theSchool of Psycholog y and Social
Science off ice, as indicated by ethics.
Results

The data was analysed using thePredictive Analytics Soft ware (PASW)
Version 18. First, reverse scored survey items were recoded into new variables, 16
items for theRSA, 3 items for the LOT-R and 2 items for thePVF scale. New
variables were computed to obtain overall scores for RSA(TotR esil) , LOT-R
(TotOpt) , PI F (TotPI F) , PVF (TotPVF) and PSS (TotPSS) . Second, reliability
measures were considered and assumption testing was carried out before descriptives,
correlations and multiple reg ressions were used to address each hypotheses. Each of
these analyses will be presented.
Reliability

R eliability of the measures of resilience, optimism, PI F, PVF andPSS was
conducted for both Stag e One and Stag e Two data indicating g ood to hig h intern al
reliabilities for all scales (refer Appendix L) .
Assumptions Testing

Data was initially screened for missing cases, incorrect data entry, normality
and outliers. Frequencies and descriptives and examination of standardised scores
revealed no univariate outliers. No systematic responses were detected. E ach stag e
data set will be examined below
I n Stag e One, data was collected from 14 6 pati icipants. Cases with missing
data for complete survey sections were removed (30 ) and cases containing
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participants outs ide the targ et ag e rang e were removed(19 ). Us ing Mahalanobis
dis tance, res idual s catterplots and Cook's dis tance two outliers were detected that

ex ceededMahalanobis dis tance critical values x2 fo r df= 3 , a = .Ol ) at 19. 26

( Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) indicating the cas es were outs ide of the target population
and were therefore removed. Omiss ion of non-targ et outliers was due to the
s ubs tantial impact outliers pos ed to the reg ress ion analys is (Field, 200 9 ) . Pleas e refer
to Appendix O for the normal probability plot of s tandardis ed res iduals , and
Appendix P fo r thes catte rplot of s tandardis ed res iduals ag ains ts tandardis ed predicted
values .
I n Stag e Two, data was collectedfr om 155 participants. Cas es with miss ing
data for complete s urvey s ections were removed ( 3 2) and cas es containing
pati icipants outs ide the targ et ag e rang e were removed (20 ) . Frequencies and
des criptives revealed the pres ence of one miss ing value on ques tion three of theRSA,
the mean for ques tion three was s ubs tituted for the miss ing value. This method was
chos en as it is a commonly us ed technique to es timate miss ing values that is
cons ervative, leaving the mean for the dis tribution unchang ed (Tabachnick & Fiddell,
2007). Us ing Mahalanobis dis tance, res iduals catterplots and Cook's dis tance no

cas es were detected that ex ceededMahalanobis dis tance critical values x2 fordf= 4 , a
= . 0 1) at 21. 30 (Tabachnik& Fidell, 2007).
According to central limit theorem, s ampling dis tributions in s amples larg er
than 30 have a propens ity to be normally dis tributed. (Field, 200 9 , p 14 3 ) .
Ex amination of optimis m, PIF, PVF andPSS normal probability plots of s tandardis ed
res iduals (refer Appendix Q ) as well as thes catterplots of s tandardis ed res iduals (refer
Appendix R) revealed minor deviations from normality .
Descriptives
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Preliminary descriptive results revealed that in Stag e One, participants scored
hig hly on themeasures of optimism, (M= 19. 6 8, SD= 3. 56 ) from amax imum of 30 ,
PIP , (M= 33. 35, SD= 4 . 34 ) from amax imum of 4 5 andPVF, (M=29.77, SD= 5. 0 9 )
fr om a max imum of 4 0 ( refer Tab le 1 ).
Tab le 1

Stage 1 : Means and Standard Deviationsfor Resilience, Optimism, PJF and PVF.
SD

Rang e

17 6. 4 5

26. 57

33-231

Optimism

19. 6 8

3. 56

6 -30

PI F

33. 35

4. 34

9 -4 5

PVF

29.77

5. 0 9

8- 4 0

Variab le

M

Resilience

Note. PIF = Promotion of Independent Functioning, PVF = Promotion of Volitional Functioning.
**p <.01 . N = 95

For Stag e Two the results indicated tha t g enerally , participants scored hig hly
on the Resilience Scale of Adults (M= 16 5. 0 9 , SD= 31. 26 ) from amax imum score of
231. Participants also g enerally scored hig hly on themeasures of optimism,
(M= 18.7 6 , SD= 4. 07 ) from amax imum of 30 , PI F, (M= 32. 17 , SD= 5. 6 4 ) fr om a
max imum of 4 5, PVF, (M= 28. 51, SD=5.75) from amax imum of 4 0 and PSS,
(M= 6 3. 83, SD= 12. 83), (refer Tab le 2).
Tab le 2

St4ge 2: A1eans and Standard Deviationsfor Resilience, Optimism, PJF, PVF and
PSS
SD

Rang e

16 5. 09

31. 26

33- 231

Optimism

18.7 6

4. 07

6 -30

PI F

32. 17

5. 6 4

9- 4 5

PVF

28. 51

5.7 5

8-4 0

PSS

6 3. 83

12. 83

12-84

Variab le

M

Resilience

Note. PIF = Promotion oflndependent Functioning, PVF = .Promotion of Volitional Functioning.
**p <.0 1 . N = 103
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C orrelation An aly sis

Relationships between the predictor and independent variables were examined
using Pearson's r correlation. Examination of the scatterplots indicated that the
variables met the assumptions ofhomoscedasticity. Multicollinerarity was initially
examined using a correlation matrix followed by use of the variance inflation factor
(VIF) for indications of strong lineal' relationships between the predictor variables.
Correlations between the variables were <. 8, the VIF and tolerance for the predictor
variables were within an acceptable range indicating no muliticoJiinearity within the
data.
Specifically in Stage One, optimism, PIF and PVF were positively correlated
with resilience, with optimism (r = . 7 2, p <. 01), indicating the strongest relationship
with resilience in comparison with PVF (r = . 4 3 , p <.01), and PIF (r = . 3 2, p <.01),
(refer Table 3). The positive correlations between the significant predictor variables
indicate that the higher the score on each predictor variable measure, the higher the
score of resilience.
Table 3
Stage I: Correlations Between Variables (Resilience, Optimism, PIF and PVF)

Scale

2

3

4

1. Resilience

. 72**

32 **
.14 **

. 43 **
. 32 **

2. Optimism
3. PIF

. 36 **

4. PVF
Note. PIF � Promotion oflndependent Functioning, PVF � Promotion of Volitional Functioning.
**p <.O I . N � 95.
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For Stag e T wo, optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS were positively_ correlated with
resilience, where bothPSS (r =.78, p <.Ol), and optimism (r = . 7 2, p <. 0 1), display ed
strong er relationships with resilience in comparison withPIF (r = . 57, p <.OI ), and
PVF (r =. 52, p <.OI ), (referT able 4 ). T he positive cor relations between the sig nificant
predictor variables indicate that the hig her the score on each predictor variable
measure, the higher the score of resilience.
T able 4 .

Stage 2: Correlations Between Variables (Resilience, Optimism, PIF, P VF and PSS).

4

Scale

2

3

1. R esilience

.72**

. 57**

. 52**

.78**

. 4 3**

. 3 9**

. 56**

. 59**

. 53**

2. Op timism
3. PIF

4. PVF

5

. 47**

5. PSS

Note. PIF = Promotion of lndependent Functioning, PVF = Promotion of Volitional Functioning, PSS =
Perceived Social Support. **p <.01. N = I03.

Multiple Regression Analysis

I n order to address the hy potheses standard multiple reg ression analy sis
(MRA) was used to analy se the variables in the cun ent study. T hat is for Stag e One, it
is hy pothesised that optimism, PIF andPVF will independently and sig nificantly
predict resi lience, and for Stag eT wo that optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS will
independently and sig nificantly predict resilience. T o ensure that the sample siz e
required was able to test the overall fi t of the models, as well as allowfor testing of
individual variables a minimum sample size of 74 participants was required for Stag e
one and 82 participants was required for Stag eT wo ( 50 + 8k) (T abachnick & Fidell,
20 07). I n both stag es the minimum requirement of participants was exceeded.
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I n S tage O ne, th e res ultingR value was s ignifi cantly different from zeroF(3 ,
9 1) = 42. 30, p<.OO 1, indicating th at th e regress ion model for res ilience was
s ignificant. Th e model accounted for approximately 58% (R2 =. 582, Adjus tedR2
= . 56 9 ) of th e variance of res ilience. Examination of th e s tandardis ed regress ion
coeffi cients (P ) revealed th at th e predictor variable of optimis m(6 4% of th e unique
variance) was th e s tronges t predictor, wh ilePIP (17% of th e unique variance) and
PVF(16% of th e unique variance) were s ignifi cant and madeu nique contributions to
th e amount of explained variance in th e regress ion model th ey were much weak er in
comparis on to optimis m(refe r Table 5) . Cross -validating th e regress ion model us ing
S teins formula revealed anR2= 0. 55 indicating th at th e current regress ion model
would adequately predict a differents ample of data from th e s ame population (Field,
20 0 9 ). I n s unun ary optimis m, PI F and PVF were all s ignifi cant predictors of
res ilience.
Table 5

Stage 1 : Summa,y ofMultiple Regression Analysis/or Variables Predicting
Resilience
Predictor Variables

B

Cons tant

22. 0 8

16 . 57

O ptimis m

4. 7 7

. 53 3

. 6 4**

PIP

1. 0 6

.444

.17*

PVF

. 84 4

.396

. 16 *

SEB

Note. PIF = Promotion oflndependent Functioning, PVF = Promotion of Volitional Functioning.

R'= .58 (p<.001). *p <.05, **p <.OJ .

I n S tage Two - Th e res ultingR value was s ignifi cantly different from zero
F(4 , 9 8) = 69.45, p<.001, again indicating th at th e regress ion model for res ilience was
s ignifi cant The model accounted for approximately 7 4% (R2 =. 7 3 9 , Adj us tedR2
= . 7 29 ) of th e variance of res ilience. Examination of th e s tandardis ed regress ion
coeffi cients (P ) revealed th at th e predictor variables of optimis m (3 7% of th e unique
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variance ), andPSS ( 4 7% of the unique variance ) made sig nificant and unique
contributions to the amount of e xplaine d variance in the re g re ssion mode l. W hile PIF
(10% of the unique variance ) andPVF ( 9% of the unique variance ) we re not
sig nificant pre dictors ( re fer Table 6 ). Cross-validating the re g re ssion mode l using
Ste ins formula re ve ale d anR2= . 7 2 indicating that the cur!'e nt re g re ssion mode l would
pre dict a diffe re nt sample of data from the same population ve ry we ll(Fie ld, 20 0 9).
In summary , optimism andPSS we re sig nificant pre dictors of re silie nce while PIF
andPVF we re not sig nificant.
Table 6

Stage 2: Summmy ofMultiple Regression Analysisfor Variables Predicting
Resilience
Pre dictorVariable s

B

SEB

Constant

5. 6 9

10. 5 9

Optimism

2. 87

.49

. 3 7**

PIF

.57

.38

. 10

PVF

.49

.36

.09

PSS

1. 15

. 17

. 4 7* *

Note. PIF = Promotion of lndependent Functioning, PVF = Promotion of Volitional Functioning, PSS
= Perceive Social Suppo1t. R'= .74 (p<.00 1). *p <.05, **p <.0 1 .

Discussion
The aim of curre nt study was to inve stig ate the re silie nce of first ye ar
unive rsity stude nts during the initial transition of first se me ste r (Stage One ) an d the
ong oing transition of se cond se me ste r (Stage Two) and the contribution of the
me chanisms of optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS to the ir re silie nce .
For Stage One , consiste nt withe xpe ctations and prior re se arch, the re sults
support the hy pothe sis that optimism, PIF and PVF will inde pe nde ntly and
sig nificantly pre dict re silie nce. This hy pothe sis was confirme d throug h the use of
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standard multiple regression analysis whereby optimism, PIF and PVF significantly
predicted resilience and accounted for 64%, 17% and 16% respectively of the
variance of the regression model F(3 , 91) = 42.30, p<.001 . All three predictor
variables were positively associated with resilience: This study indicates that as
scores for optimism, PIF and PVF increased by one, scores for resilience increase by
4.77, 1 .06 and .84 respectively confirming for this sample that optimism is the
strongest predictor of resilience.
For Stage Two, the hypothesis that optimism, PIF, PVF and PSS will
independently and significantly predict resilience was only partially supported.
Consistent with expectations and prior research the results indicate that optimism and
PSS independently and significantly predict resilience (Brissette, Scheier, & Carver,
2002; Zimet, Dahlem, Zimet, & Farley, 1 988). Although, PIF and PVF contributed
unique variance to the model of resilience 1 0% and 9% respectively, the contribution
was not considered significant, therefore, contrary to prior research PIF and PVF did
not independently or significantly predict resilience (Soenens et al., 2007). In contrast
optimism (37%) and PSS (47%) were able to account for a total of 84% of the unique
variance of the regression model F(4, 98) = 69.45, p<.OOI . All four predictor
variables were positively associated with resilience. The results regarding the
significant predictor variables (optimism, PSS) reveal that as optimism scores
increase by one, resilience scores increase by 2.87 and when scores for PSS increase
by one, scores for resilience increase by 1 . 1 5 confirming for this sample both
optimism and PSS are valuable contributors to the model with optimism the strongest
predictor of resilience.
The transition to university is considered to be a time of ongoing significant
life stress, anxiety and uncertainty. Numerous studies have indicated that individuals
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with h igh er levels of optimism exper ience lower levels of str ess (Baldwin, Ch abliss,
& T owler , 20 0 3 ; Br isette, Sch eier , & Car ver , 20 0 2; Puskar et al. , 20 10 ; Sh elby et al. ,
20 0 8; T usaie, Puskar , & Ser eika, 20 07 ). Th er esults of th is study pr opose th at
students exper iencing a fir st year tr ansition wh oh aveh igh er levels of optimism ar e
better able to over come str ess and in turn adjust better to th e tr ansition to univer sity
suppor ting pr evious fi nding s byT usaie and D yer (20 0 4 ) . Consistent with th is notion
it is assumed th at wh ile optimismh as dir ect effects on levels of str ess, adjustment and
r esilience it is fur th er suppos ed th at optimism may also be indir ectly infl uential
thr ough th e ch oice of coping str ateg ies and per ceived suppor t(Aspinwall & T aylor ,
1992; Kr ypel, & Hender son-King , 20 10 ; T usaie, Puskar , & Ser eika, 20 07 ).
Fur th er mor e, h igh er levels of optimism may be beneficial for th e initial development
of a student's social networ k wh ich may in turn be benefi cial for h elping students
adjust socially dur ing th e tr ansition to univer sity(Aspinwall& T aylor , 1992;
Br issette, Sch eier , & Car ver , 20 0 2; Soenens et al. , 20 07 ) .
Pr ior r esear ch sug g ests th atPI F and PVF ar e impor tant in enabling students to
ach ieve positive academic outcomes (Ch ir kov& Ryan 20 0 1; Lekes, Gingr as, Pilippe,
Kaestner , & Fang 20 1O; Ratelle, Lar ose, Guay, & Senecal, 20 0 5; Wong 20 0 8) . Th e
r esults of th is study wer e ambig uous with Stag e One indicating th atPI F andPVF
alth ough weak, wer e both sig nificant and independent pr edictor s of r esilience wh ile
Stag eT wo indicates th atPI F andPVF wer e not sig nificant. I t appear s th at wh enPI F
and PVF ar e consider ed in connection with optimism alone th ey ar e tools th at ar e
usefu l in pr edicting r esilience in fir st year univer sity students. Consider ing PI F, PVF
in conjunction with both optimism andPSSr eveals th atPI F and PVF ar e no long er of
valuefor pr edicting r esilience. One explanationfor th is ambig uity concer ns th e
scales used to measur ePI F, PVF andPSS. Pr omotion of independent functioning and
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PVF measure parental autonomy suppo1t whilePSS measures supp0 1 tfrom parents,
friends an d sig nificant others. I t is possib le that the parent sub scale of thePSS
measures the same constructs as the scales measuring PIP andPVF and mayb e
sub sumedb y thePSS scale. While it isb eyond the scope of this article, further
analyses of these measures may prove revealing . I n addition, many studies
investig ating PAS , PIP orPVF have oft en revealed only indirect effects in relation to
academic outcomes. Wong (20 0 8) indicated PAS appeared to have a direct effect on
identified reg ulation and throug h identified reg ulation indirect effects on academic
performance, while L ekes and Colleag ues ( 20 10 ) indicatePAS was indirectly
associated with well-b eing tln·oug h the positive association with intrinsic life g oals.
As expected, results from this study indicate thatPSS , (from parents, friends
and sig nificant others such as teachers, mentors and university resources),
sig nificantly predict resilience. S tudents scoring hig her on the measure forPSS
scored hig her on the measure for resilienceF(4 , 9 8)= 6 9. 4 5, p< . OO l . Furthermore,
these results indicate thatPSS is a strong predictor of resilience when compared to
optimism, PIP and PVF. These results support the finding s of Tusaie and colleag ues,
(20 07} "'. ho found that in old er rural adolescentsPSS fromfriends was more
advantag eous for psychosocial resilience thanPSS fromfamily. Perceived social
support has also b een sug g ested tob e helpfulfor anxiety, school adj ustment and
academic achievement indicating that students with hig h levels of PSS cope with the
transition to universityb etter than students with low levels of PSS. These finding s
sug g est thatPSS mayb e an important mechanism in the development of resilience in
first year university students. Fmther to this, it is possib le thatPSS has a positive
reciprocal relationship with optimism. Optimism is sug g ested tob e positively
associated with perceptions of support, forming and maintaining relationships while
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PSS is positively associated with optimism, choice of coping sty le as well as social
and school bonding ( Aspinwall & Tay lor, 19 9 2; Brisette, Scheier, & Carver, 200 2;
Schneider et al. , 200 5; Tao, Dong, Pratt, Hunsberger, & Pance, 2000 ; Tusaie et al. ,
2007 ; U rquhart & Pooley , 2007 ).
I n summary , the results indicated that optimism andPSS independently and
significantly predict resilience with both indicated to be very strong predictors. The
resultsfo r PIF andPVF were ambiguous, withPIF andPVF only significantly and
independently predicting resilience when not potentially subsumed by the PSS
measure. I n addition, it is possible thatPIF and PVFmay only be signifi cantly
associated with resilience indirectly , through their infl uence on other potential
mechanisms of resilience such as intrinsic life goals. Overall scoresfo r resilience
were high, indicating that the fi rst y ear students participating in this study have
managed tomanoeuvre successfully through the stress posed by the transition to
university whilstmaintaining mental health and well-being. Themultidimensional
model of resilience suggests that are many protectivemechanisms which help to
fo ster resilience and fa ll into the categories of: I ndividual, relationship, community ,
cultural and phy sical ecologicalmechanisms·(The R esilienceR esearch Centre, 20 10 ).
Th'. e current results indicate that optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS are individual and
relationshipmechanisms that are beneficial for students in their transition to their fi rst
y ear of academic study at university.
A strength of this research study is that patiicipants were acquired from all
four fa cilities and across a minimum of two campuses allowing for random sampling.
I n addition, the use of Steins fo rmula in cross- validating the accuracy of the
regressionmodel provides added confidence in the ability of thismodel to generalise
across different samples of this population. Furthermore, this study has contributedf o
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the limited research that has b een conducted concern ing the resilience of fi rst y ear
university students in Australia and their relationship. with optimism, PI F, PVF and
PSS as no kno wn studies have examined all four mechanisms and their predictive
relationship with resilience in fi rst y ear university students across two semesters in
Australia.
Althoug h examination of the data revealed minor deviations from normality ,
according to central limit theorem, sampling distrib utions in samples larg er than 3 0
have a propensity tob e normally distrib uted. (Field, 20 0 9, p, 14 3 ). Additionally ,
in dividual pmiicipant histories concern ing areas such as the numb er of adverse life
events, socio-economic status, family details, and medical history were not ob tained
b ut may have provided further explanation for the minor deviations within the data.
The strong positive relationship b etween the mechanisms of optimism, PSS
and resilience sug g ests that individuals who are hig hly resilient will most likely rate
hig hly on one of the mechanisms of optimism orPSS. With this is mind, devising
and implementing prog rams that help to increase an individual' s optimistic outlook,
b uild on positive relationships with parents and friends or repair maladaptive
relationships may b e valuab le in helping less resilient individuals develop or extend
these mechanisms, and in turn assist in coping with adverse, traumatic and stressful
transitions and situations. S upporting this notion thePennResiliency Prog ram, a
school b ased intervention prog ramfor 10- 14 y ear olds utilising cog nitiveb ehaviour
therapy and social prob lem solving skills, hasb een indicated to increase optimism,
increase positive reinterpretation and reduce depression and anxiety and in turn
increase resilience (G illham & Reivich, 20 0 4; The PennResiliency Proj ect, 20 07 ). I n
addition, fu rther examination of the measures utilised forPI F, PVF andPSS
(parenting sub scale) may reveal whether the scales are measuring the same construct.
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L imitations and F utureRes earch
L imitations exist in all research and the limitations of the pre sent proj ect
includ e the use of self-report online questionnaires which may be subject to bias, for
example: due to participants' desire to conform to accepted societal standards or lack
of self-awareness. Further to this, participants were only recruited from one
university limiting g enera liseability to this university population. I n addition due to a
lack of g ender and ethnic diversity an investig ation into g ender and ethn icity was not
possible and perhaps this can be addressed in future research. T he use of a
correlational cross-sectional desig n does not allow for " causality" whereby for
example it cannot be claimed that hig her levels of optimism cause hig her levels of
resilience or that hig her levels of resilience cause hig her levels of optimism, it can
only be claimed that they have a positive association. As an individuals' level of
resilience is a fl uid and evolving concept the use of cross-sectional desig n which only
investig ates one point in time may be limiting and as s ug g ested by Liebenberg and
Ung er (20 09 , p, 17 ) perhaps a mixed method desig n may provide a better
understanding of the intricacies of resilience.
C onclus ion
T he aim of current study was to investig ate the resilience of first year
university students during the initial transition from hig h school to university during
fi rst semester (Stag e One) and the ong oing transition of second semester (Stag e T wo)
and the contribution of the mechanisms of optimism, PI F, PVF and PSS to their
resilience. T he results indicated that, in Stag e One andT wo, optimism andPSS
independently and sig nificantly pred ict resilience, with both indicated to be very
strong predictors. T he results for PI F and PVF were ambig uous, withPI F andPVF
only sig nificantly and independently predicting resilience when not potentially
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subsumed by thePSS measure. The fi nding in S tage One thatPIF and PVF weakly
predicted resilience possibly suggests thatPIF andPVF may be most influential and
uniquely associated with resilience indirectly , th rough their influence on other
potential mechanisms of resilience. This research resultedfrom the identification of
the stressful and challenging circumstances posed by the transition to university and
the positive impact of resilience in promoting positive outcomes in times of change.
A review of the literature indicated that the mechanisms of optimism, PIF, PVF and
PSS have all been associated with university adjustment and appear to be valuable in
helping individuals cope with adverse, anx iety and stress provoking situations such as
the transition to university. The identification of optimism and PSS as predictors of
resilience and helpful in times of transition may encourage fm ther ex ploration into not
only other potentially b eneficial mechanisms but also into interventions that may have
a positive impact not only on the transition to university but changes occurring
throughout the life span. This study helps to address the gap in the literature
concerning resilience, optimism, PIF, PVF andPSS in Australian university students.
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App endix A

Stage I: Participant Frequencies ofDemographic Information
Demog rap hics
Ag e

F requency (N )

Percentag e (% )

17

10

10. 5

18

66

69.5

19

19

20 . 0

95

10 0 . 0

Male

22

23. 2

F emale

73

76.8

95

10 0. 0

J oondalup

60

6 3. 2

Bunb ury

29

30 . 5

89

9 3. 7

Business and Law

14

14. 7

Comp uting Health and S ciences

57

6 0. 0

E ducation and Art s

24

25. 3

95

10 0 . 0

41

4 3. 2

Afr ican

4

4.2

Eng lish

3

3. 2

I talian

2

2. 1

G reek

2

2. 1

Other

5

5. 3

Caucasian

32

3 3. 7

89

9 3. 7

T otal
G ender

T otal
Camp us

T otal
F aculty

T otal
E thnicity
Australian

T otal

Note. N � 95. Where frequencies do not equal 95 and percentages do not equal 95, the remainder of the
· participants did not disclose demographic information.
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AppendixB

Stage 2: Participant Frequencies ofDemographic Information
Demog raphics
Ag e

Frequency (N)

Percent ag e (% )

17

15

14. 6

18

81

7 8. 6

19

7

6. 8

10 3

100.0

Male

22

21. 4

Female

81

7 8. 6

10 3

100.0

66

6 4. 1

1

1.0

36

3 5.0

10 3

100.0

Business and Law

13

12. 6

Comput ing Healt h and Sciences

51

4 9. 5

Educat ion and A1is

39

37.9

10 3

100.0

77

7 4. 8

Afr ican

3

2. 9

Eng lish

5

4.9

It alian

1

1.0

G reek

3

2. 9

Ot her

14

13. 6

10 3

100 .0

T ot al
G ender

T ot al
Campus
J oondalup
Bunb ury
Mt Lawley
T otal
Facult y

T ot al
Et lmicit y
Aust ralian

T ot al
Note. N = 103.
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Appendix C
Lecturer Email Semester One
My name is Michelle Dawson and I am currently am psychology honours student at
ECU. As you are probably aware as part of the honours degree it is required that I
conduct a research project. I have chosen to investigate resilience in young adults
staiiing their first year of university studies and the project has been given ethics
clearance by The School of Psychology and Social Science Ethics Sub-Committee.
In order to be able to gain access to the potential participants I have targeted units
conducted in the first semester of the first year of the undergraduate degrees offered at
ECU. As one of the lecturers of the selected units I would like to request your
assistance in forwarding an email to the students in your class. The email contains an
introductory letter explaining the details of the research project, providing contact
information for myself and my supervisor and including a link to the online survey.
If you would be willing to support me in this endeavour could you please send a reply
email acknowledging your acceptance to forward the email onto your students.
If you would like fmiher information please feel free to contact myself on 0411-988519 or my supervisor Dr Julie Ann Pooley on 6304-5591
Your help is very much appreciated.
Yours sincerely
Michelle
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AppendixD
LecturerEmail Semester Two
My name is Michelle Dawson and I am currently a psychology honours student at ECU. As
you are probably aware as part of the honours degree it is required that I conduct a research
project. I have chosen to investigate resilience in young adults starting their first year of
university studies and the project has been given ethics clearance by The School of
Psychology and Social Science Ethics Sub-Committee.
In order to be able to gain access to the potential participants I have targeted a number of
units conducted in the second semester of the first year of the undergraduate degrees
offered at ECU. As one of the lecturers of two of the selected units I would like to request
your assistance in forwarding an email to the students in your class. The email contains an
introductory letter explaining the details of the research project, providing contact information
for myself and my supervisor and including a link to the online survey. The survey is open
from the 1st of August 2011 until midnight 21st August 2011.
All that is required is for you to forward the following information for potential participants
containing the survey link onto the members of your class. If you would be willing to support
me in this endeavour.could you please send a reply email acknowledging your acceptance to
forward the email onto your students.
If you would like further information please feel free to contact myself on 041 1-988-519 or
my supervisor Dr Julie Ann Pooley on 6304-5591
Your help is very much appreciated.
Yours sincerely
Michelle
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Appendix E

To Potential Participants
My nam e isMich elleDawson andI am cmT ently a fou1ih y ear student undertaking
my h onours degree in psy ch ology at Edith Cowan University . As part of my deg ree it
is essentialI conduct a research proj ect. Th e proj ectI a m investig ating is resilience in
y oung adults starting th eir fi rsty ear of university studies.
To b e elig ib le to paiiicipate it is necessary for y ou tob e ag ed b etween 17 to 19 y ears
and toh ave started university in 20 11 aft er comp leting y our secondary education in
20 10.
Participants will b e required to complete a sh ort survey wh ich will take approximately
15 minutes to complete. S ub mitting th e online survey willb e indicative of participant
consent.
All information provided willb e treated as confi dential, and th ose participants
wish ing to enter th e draw for th e $ 50 Visa g ift card willh ave th eir information kept
separate from any survey data to maintain confi dentiality and anony mity.
Pleaseb e aware th aty ou r participation is voluntary andy ou are free to with draw at
any time with out any repercussions.
I f at any time y ouh ave any questions reg arding th is research proj ect please fe el free
to contact my self on 04 11- 988- 5 19, my research supervisorDr J ulie Ann Pooley on
6 304 - 5 5 91 or i f y ou prefe r to speak to an independent party , Dr Andrew Guildfoy le,
th e Fourth Y ear Co-ordinator of th e S ch ool of Psy ch ology at ECU can b e contacted
on 6 304 -5 192.
I n th e unlikely event th aty our participation in th is research proj ect arouses fe eling s of
discomfort, anxiety or stress I urg ey ou to contact th e services listedb elow for
assistance.
ECU Counselling S ervices . . . .. 9370 -670 6
Life Line............. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 13 11 4 4
Crisis Care.... . . . ...... . . . . .. . . .. 1800 199 00 8
Th anky ou in advance fory our participation.
Y ours sincerely
Mich elleDawson

Survey Link

http://ecupsych.gualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV IXLTokgv7FWoPoU
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Appendix F
Demographic Information
S ectionOne
Demographic Information

Please complete the following details

..
ICurrent. . . .Age:
Gender:

r
r

Male

Female

Campus

r

('

Joondalup

Sunbury

Faculty:

Business and Law

Computing, Health and Science
Education and Arts

1·Ethnicity:
· ..

hat wasyour TER/ATAR
r
What is your current Post Code

I
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Appendix G

Resilience Scafe for Adults (RSA)

Section Two

Instructions:

Carefully read each statement, think about the previous 1 2 months and place
a cross in the box that indicates your feelings/opinion in general of yourself,
your family and friends.

Example:
When I'm at university, I feel . . . . . . Bored

0000000

Excited

Selecting the last box you would be indicating that you feel excited when at
university.
Selecting the first or second box would indicate feelings of boredom.
Selecting the middle box would indicate that you feel neutral ie: neither bored
nor excited while at university

r-

My plans for the future are
Difficult to
accomplish

r

r

('

('

('

When somethin � unforeseen happens
I will always find a '
solution •

('

('

('

('

EJ

('

('

,�

('

-·.1

Possible to
accomplish
I often feel
bewildered

My family's understanding of what is important in life is
Q uite different fr?m
mme '

I

r

("

1

Ir

r

('

('

I feel that my future looks
Very promising ,

r

('

r

r

r

r

("

('

('

r

('

My future goals

I know how to
accomplish

('

I can discuss personal issues with
No one ;

I feel

r

Ve1y happy with my
family
.

-1
.

r

1

r

r

r

r

r
r

r
r

1· � . .

i ----,

-

Veiy similar to
mine

l�_

_J Uncertain

f
r
r

r

J

I am unsure how to
accomplish

Friends/ Family
members
. .

r

l

Very unhappy with
my family
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I enjoy being

r

Together with other
people

r

r

r

Those who are good at encouraging me are

r

Some close friends/family II
members !
Weak I

Jr

My personal problems
Are unsolvable i

r

r

r

r

The bonds among my friends is

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
r

r

r

�; ] By myself

r

No One

Fl
r

Strong

r

When a family member experiences a crisis/ emergency

r

I am informed right away D

r

My family is characterised by
Discom1ection LJ

r

r

To be flexible in social settings
Is not important to me

I get support from

Friends/ family members

!

r. r

r

r. �

r

r

r

r

rl

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Jr

r

r

r

r

In d ifficult periods my family

r Ir

I

r

r

r

r

r

r ]

Jr

,�

r

r

r

r

My judgement and decisions

I r- 1

r

r·

r

r : r·

.

.

My abilities

I strongly believe in I
I often doubt

1·

·1

("

r

It takes quite awhile
before I am told
Healthy coherence
Is really important to
me

r

Keeps a positive outlook i 1
on the future

:r]

I know
how to
solve

I

No one

Views the future as
gloomy
I am uncertain about
I completely trust

[J r
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New friendships are something

r

r

r

r

r .r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Dr

r

r

r

r

(".

r

r

I make easily

When needed I have
No one who can help me

.r

I am at my best when I
Have a goal to strive for :--]

Meeting new people
Difficult for me J

When I am with others
I easily laugh

When I start on new projects/things
I rarely plan ahead, just
r r r
get on with it

n:.

Facing other people, our family acts
Unsupportive of one
r r r
another

l

Ir

r

r

r
r

i r-]

I seldom laugh

I prefer to have a
thorough plan

Loyal towards one
another

r

r

r

My close friends/family

r

r

r· r

I am good at

l (" ("
Jr r
Dr r

r

r

r

r -�-

r

r

r

r

r

r

Organising my time

In my family we like to

r

Rules and regular routines
Are absent in my
r r
everyday life

r

Do things on our own

C

r

Can take one day at
a time
Something I am good
at

r

Appreciate my qualities

Always someone who
can help me

[_1:

For me, thinking of good topics for conversation is
Difficult

I have difficulty
making

!

r.

I

irl

Easy
Dislike my qualities

I Wasting my time

I

Do things together
Simplify my
everyday life

J
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In difficult periods I have a tendency to
View everything gloomy

1

1

My goals for the future
are
-I

Unclear l

__

r

1

1

r

r

Events in my life that I cannot influence
l manage to come to
terms with

1

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

EJ
i (",

Find something good that
helps me thrive/prosper
Well thought
through
Are a constant source
of worry/concern
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Appendix H
Life Orientation Test - Revised (LOT-R)

Section Three
Instructions:

Carefully read each statement then choose the option which best represents
your typical self over the last twelve months.
In uncertain times, I usually expect the best
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree 'Agree

Strongly Agree

It's easy for me to relax
Strongly disagree Disagree

r

r

r

r

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

If something can go wrong for me, it will
Strongly disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

I'm always optimistic about my future
Neither Agree nor
Strongly disagree Disagree Disagree
Disagree

r

r

I enjoy my friends a lot
Strongly disagree Disagree

r

r

r

r

Agree

r

r

Strongly Agree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

It's important for me to keep busy
Strongly disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

I hardly ever expect things to go my way
Strongly disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

I don't get upset easily
Strongly disagree Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
r
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I rarely count on good things happening to me
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r

Overall, I expect more good things to happen to me than bad
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r
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Appendix I
Perceived Parental Autonomy Support (PIF & PVF)
Section Four

I nstructions:
While completing these questions please consider your typical relationship
with both of your parents/guardians together, over the past three years.
Emphasises that every family member should have some say in family
decisions
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

,�.

Strongly Agree

Emphasises that it is important to get my ideas across even if others don't like
it.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

r

Says that you should always look at both sides of the issue.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

,� .

Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r

Talks at home about things like politics or religion, taking a different side from
others.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Pushes me to think independently
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree

r

r

r
r

Gives me more freedom to make my own decisions when I get a good grade.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

r

Admits that I know more about some things than adults do.
Strongly Disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r
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Often says that I have to think about life myself.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Encourages me to be independent from him/her
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

NeitherAgree nor Disagree

r

Agree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree

r

r

r

r

Listens to my opinion or. perspectives when I've got a problem
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Let me make my own plans for things I want to do.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree
('

r

r

Are usually willing to consider things from my point of view.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Aren't very sensitive to many of my needs.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Whenever possible allow me to choose what to do.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Allow me to decide things for myself.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Insist upon doing things his/her way.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Allow me to choose my own directions in life.
Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Neither Agree nor Disagree

r

Agree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree

r

r

Agree

r

r

r

Strongly Agree

r

Agree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree

r

r

Agree

r

r

r

Strongly Agree

r
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AppendixJ
MultidimensionalScale of PerceivedSocial Support(PSS)

Section Five

Instructions
Carefully read each statement and choose the answer that you feel would be
your typical experience over the past six months at university
There is a special person who is around when I am in need.
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

r

r

Mildly Agree

r

Strongly Agree

r

Ve1y Strongly
Agree

r

There is a special person with whom I can .share my joys and sorrows.
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

r

i

r

Strongly Agree

Very Strongly
.Agree

r

Strongly Agree

Very Strongly
Agree

Strongly Agree

Very Strongly
Agree

Mildly Agree

r

r

My family really tries to help me
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

r

r

Mildly Agree

r

r

I get the emotional help and support I need from my family.
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

r

r

Mildly Agree

r

r

r

I have a special person who is a real source of comfort to me.
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

r

r

Mildly Agree

Strongly Agree

Ve1y Strongly
Agree

Mildly Agree

r

Strongly Agree

Very Strongly
Agree

r

Strongly Agree

Very Strongly
Agree

r

,�

r

My friends really try to help me.
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

,�.

r

r

r

r

r

I can count on my friends when things go wrong.
Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

(·.

r

Mildly Agree

r

r
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I can talk about my problems with my family.

Very Strongly
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral
Disagree

r

r

r

r

r

Mildly Agree

Strongly Agree

r

I have friends with whom I can share my joys and sorrows.
Ve1y Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral

r

r

r

r

r

Mildly Agree

r

Strongly Agree

There is a special person in my life who cares about my feelings.
Very Strongly
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral
Disagree

r

r

r

r

r

r

Strongly Agree

Mildly Agree

r

Strongly Agree

Mildly Agree

Strongly Agree

Mildly Agree

My family is willing to help me make decisions.

Very Strongly
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral
Disagree

r

r

r

r

r

I can talk about my problems with my friends.

Ve1y Strongly
Strongly Disagree Mildly Disagree Neutral
Disagree

r

r

r

r

r

r

Very Strongly
Agree

r

Very Strongly
Agree

r

Very Strongly
Agree

r

Very Strongly
Agree

r

Very Strongly
Agree

r
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Appendix K·
.PrizeDraw
Priz eD raw
If you would like to be included in the prize draw for the opportunity to win a
$50 Visa Card G ift Voucher please provide the details below.
Name
Email Address or Contact Number
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Appendix L
Ov erall Cronbach's Alpha of Surv ey Measures

a

a

a

Stage One

StageT wo

RSA

.92

.94

. 76 -. 85

LOT -R

.77

. 80

.78

PIF

.72

. 81

. 76

PVF

. 83

. 88

. 85

.91

. 88

Measure

PSS

Original

RSA = Resilience Scale for Adults, LOT-R = Life Orientation Test-Revised, PIF = Promotion of
Independent functioning, PVF = Promotion of Volitional Functioning, PSS = Perceived Social Suppo1t
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Appendix M
Semester One - Targeted Units
PSYl 101
BESl 100
ENS1161
EDU1010
CSG1132
LAWl l l l
SCYl l O l
CSV1101
CRil l l l
SCHl 134
EDL1001
SCNl 105
NNTl 107
MKT1600
HSTl l l l
SCAl 125
SCil186

Introduction to Psychology
Foundations of Business Knowledge
Computer Fundamentals
Becoming a Teacher
Communicating in an IT Environment
Contract Law 1
Security and Risk Management
Introduction to Community Work
Law and Order
Human Structure and Function
Learning and Development 1
Biological Science in Nursing 1
Social, Indigenous and Cultural Perspectives in Health Care
Marketing Principles and Practices
Population Health
Fundamentals of Flight
Understanding Pollution
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AppendixN
S emester Two- Tar g etedUn its
ACCl lOO
ADS 1151
BES 120 0
CCA110 2
CMM110 8
CMM1107
CRI 110 4
CRI 110 5
CSG110 5
CSil 10 1
CS P1150
CS V110 2
EBH l lO l
ECFl 110
ENMI 10 2
ENS 1115
HMNI 10 2
HPE! O lO
HS TI 10 9
LAWI ! OO
MAN160 0
MATI 23 6
MATl 163
MATI 114
MKT160 0
NNI 110 2
NS PI 20 5
OCT120 5
OCTI 20 6
PH0110 5
PSY 110 2
RPS I 10 0
S AM lOOO
SCA1229
SCH114 3
SCi l 184
SCi l 183
SCN ! 10 5
SCN110 6
S PS 110 8
SWK l 107
WPLI I OO

Accounting I
Addiction S tudies-FundamentalConcepts
BusinessKnowledg eDevelopment
R epr esentation and I nter pr etation
Communication and dig ital Technolog y
Cr eative Thinking
The Psy cholog y of Cr iminalBehaviour
Psy cholog y and Cr iminal J ustice
Applied Communications
Computer S ecuri ty
Pr ogr amming Pr inciples
I ntr oduction to S ocial Analy sis
Human Anatomy
Economics 1
Engineer ing Dr awing and Computer AidedDes ig n
Mater ials andManufactur ing
What isKnowledg e
Health and PhysicalEd ucation in Pr imar y S chools
Epidemiolog y
Leg al Fr amewor k 1
I nfor mation S y stems for Business
Calculus 1
Linear Alg ebr a
I ntr oductor y S tatistics
Mar keting Pr inciples and Pr actices
Health and Health Challeng es for Older Adults
Phy sical Assessment for theHealth S ciences
Occupational Analysis
Neur oscience
PhotoWor k
R esear chMethods in Psy cholog y 1
Communication for the Pr ofe ssions
S cience and Mathematics for Teacher s
Aviation Meteor olog y
S y stems Phy siolog y
Austr alia's PhysicalEnvir omn ent
Or ig ins and Evolution of Life
Biolog ical S cience inNur sing 1
Biolog ical S cience inN ur sing 2
Foundations of S ocial Psy cholog y
I ntr odu ction to Austr alian S ociety
Wor kplace Learn ing 1: I ntr oduction to the pr imar y school classr oom
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Appendix 0
Stage One -Normal Prob ab ility Plot of Standardised R esiduals

Normal p.p Plot of Regression Standardized Residua!
Dependent Variable: TotResll
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Appendix P
Stage One -Scatterplot of StandardisedR esiduals and StandardisedPredictedValues

Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: TotResll
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Appendi x Q
Stage Two -N ormalProbabi li tyPlot of Standardi sedResi duals

Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residua!
Dependent Vari able: TotResll
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AppendixR
St ag e Two - Scatt erplot o f St andardisedR esiduals and St andardised Predict ed Values
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: TotResll
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